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Executive Summary

The present report, prepared within the framework of H2020 GENDERACTION project, explores the possible intersections between gender and OS/OI, and should be considered as a starting point for stakeholders to reflect on how the two ERA priorities may create reinforcing synergies. The report also underscores the need for further studies and analyses.

GENDERACTION (GENDer equality in the ERA Community To Innovate policy implementation) is a Horizon 2020 (H2020) project aimed at creating an innovative policy community for the implementation of Priority 4 gender equality and gender mainstreaming in the European Research Area (ERA), by setting up a network of national representatives from EU Member States and Associated Countries to foster policy coordination, best practice exchange and mutual learning. Among its tasks is to provide strategic policy advice on gender in Open Science and Open Innovation (OS/OI) to stakeholders at European and member state level.

Focusing on selected key aspects of OS/OI policies and practices, the report reveals that most analyses and policy documents related to OS/OI adopt a gender blind approach, with such an approach being more pronounced in the case of OS policies and practices than in the case of OI. This gender blind approach is not surprising given that while OS and gender are ERA priorities and key topics within H2020, they are treated as independent topics with no links between them sought either in the ERA Progress reports or within Horizon 2020. The report argues that the consideration of gender issues in the development of OS/OI policies could have a positive impact on the promotion of gender equality goals and elimination of gender biases.

The analysis of the existing literature and examples of promising practice has informed the formulation of the following sets of recommendations, clustered into five priorities for action, targeting a variety of stakeholders (European Commission, Member States, RFOs, RPOs, innovative firms as well as researchers):

A first priority for action focuses on gender mainstreaming and creating a policy synergy between the gender equality and OS/OI agenda in order to overcome the gender blindness of the current OS/OI policy making and lack of awareness of gender issues in OS/OI identified in this report:

1.1 European Commission and national policy-making must continue to address Priority 4 gender equality as a self-standing issue while mainstreaming gender concerns to other priority areas. Review of existing policy documents and studies on OS/OI, including those produced by the European Commission in recent years of ERA implementation, reveals zero attention to gender equality. Gender issues thus fail to be addressed as a matter of course in European policy making in OS/OI.

1.2 Awareness must be raised in the OS/OI policy and research community on the relevance of gender and ways OS/OI can mitigate against gender inequality and bias in the various aspects of OS/OI. Gender experts and scholars should be invited as members to relevant OS/OI expert and advisory groups.
The second priority for action is **advancing knowledge and awareness** of gender issues in OS/OI:

2.1 In order to develop evidence-based, socially responsible policies, further studies are needed to examine gender issues in OS/OI, with special focus on open peer review, altmetrics, open software and open innovation. For example, studies on peer review (single/double blind and open peer review) should focus on examining how different peer review practices mitigate against gender bias.

2.2 The European Commission should support this effort and lead by example, by providing disaggregated data by sex on the adoption of open access practices in the next editions of She Figures. In particular, it would be useful to have information on both the sex of the author and whether the publication is open access or not.

2.3 European and national authorities collecting data on inventorship are encouraged to disaggregate data by sector, field and country in addition to sex-disaggregating data.

2.4 Research funding and research performing organisations are encouraged to examine the adoption of open access practices by men and women.

The following three areas of action offer more specific recommendations and focus on evaluation and assessment practices, publication practices and innovation processes as key areas where gender issues have been previously established.

The third priority for action addresses evaluation and assessment practices in RFOs and RPOs:

3.1 The European Commission and its OSPP Expert Group, along with other stakeholders involved in research assessment (such as research performing and research funding organisations) are encouraged to explore how/if the use of new metrics impacts men and women researchers at different career stages and disciplines differently.

3.2 Research performing and funding organisations are encouraged to adopt multi-dimensional evaluation criteria that enhance openness and transparency (including visibility and open access to those research outputs with a gender dimension), and contribute in mitigating against gender bias in research assessment/evaluation procedures.

3.3 Authorities and organisations at European and national level funding open innovation projects are encouraged to ensure that funded projects integrate sex/gender analysis where appropriate and that the teams respect gender diversity.

3.4 Research funding and research performing organisations are encouraged to examine the adoption of open access practices by men and women in order to identify whether OS/OI may continue to perpetuate gender differences in publications and hence evaluation.
The fourth priority for action addresses publication practices of researchers and RPO:

4.1 Research performing organisations should encourage the sharing of preprints presenting the results of research on gender (that is, gender as the main focus of the research content) and those with a gender dimension (that is, those integrating sex/gender analysis as a cross-cutting issue).

4.2 Researchers are encouraged to adopt the FAIR management of sex and gender data.

The fifth priority for action addresses innovative processes and firms:

5.1 Stakeholders engaged in setting up participatory innovation projects should ensure the involvement of diverse groups and gender diversity in line with the finding that diversity overall and gender diversity specifically contribute to identifying innovative solutions.

5.2 Stakeholders engaged in setting up participatory innovation projects should ensure the integration of sex/gender analysis in order to guarantee that innovative processes benefit all segments of population without bias.
1. Introduction

GENDERACTION (GENDer equality in the ERA Community To Innovate policy implementation)\(^1\) is a Horizon 2020 (H2020) project aimed at creating an innovative policy community for the implementation of the gender priority in the European Research Area (ERA) by setting up a network of national representatives from EU Member States and Associated Countries, to foster policy coordination, best practice exchange and mutual learning. GENDERACTION focuses on supporting gender equality implementation both at national as well as EU and international levels.

Among its tasks is to provide strategic policy advice on gender in Open Science and Open Innovation (OS/OI) Policy to stakeholders at European and member state level. In particular, Work Package 5 (WP5) “Strategic Policy Advice” (led by the Spanish Ministry of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness) will prepare reports and policy briefs focusing on ways to advance gender equality and gender mainstreaming in European Research and Innovation (R&I). Task 5.2 “Exploring the gender dimension of Open Science and Innovation policy”, led by the National Documentation Centre (EKT), has examined possible ways of strengthening gender issues in OS/OI and of research with a gender dimension through an analysis of the current situation and the formulation of appropriate recommendations. The analysis has informed the present report.

The interest in exploring the ways in which the gender dimension can be strengthened in OS/OI policies stems from the fact that although gender equality and gender mainstreaming and open science are integrated in the Commission provisions for the implementation of H2020 as cross-cutting issues and as specific topics within the Science with and for Society (SwafS) Work Programme of H2020 and among ERA priorities, they are treated as independent and unrelated topics. Focusing on selected key aspects of OS/OI policies and practices, the report reveals that most analyses and policy documents\(^2\) as well as scientific literature related to OS/OI adopt a gender blind approach, with such an approach being more pronounced in the case of OS policies and practices than in the case of OI. This report is thus a first exploration of the interlinkages between gender and open science and open innovation and aims to contribute to increased synergies between these two ERA policy priorities.

Open science and open innovation have been linked to a more general openness discourse in society\(^3\) including Free Software/Open Source, open access, and open society. This discourse of openness is sometimes argued to have a potential not only to enhance efficiency and effectiveness of value production\(^4\) but also to

\(^{1}\) For more see [http://genderaction.eu/](http://genderaction.eu/).

\(^{2}\) For example, recent reports European Commission 2017d, European Commission 2017e.


democratise societal processes, foster diversity and hence contributions from marginalised groups\(^5\), as well as to promote civic engagement.\(^6\) All these aspects have relevance for gender equality and mainstreaming gender.

The report first examines what the gender issues are in selected aspects of Open Science, for instance through open access to publications and research data or the ways in which open access practices can be embedded in research evaluation/assessment procedures. Given the existing knowledge about gender differences in research publication as well as gender bias in research evaluation and assessment, it is for example pertinent to examine open peer review and altmetrics for potential relevance of gender. The report then goes on to consider the ways in which open innovation practices (such as crowdsourcing and citizen science) can contribute to advancing gender equality and gendered innovations. This section therefore highlights the vital need to address the gender dimension in innovation processes overall, as well as the need to address diversity and gender balance in open innovation processes. In doing so the report formulates recommendations in five priority areas for action addressed to different stakeholders.

The strategic advice is based on an analysis of the existing literature and examples of promising practice as well as on the work carried out in GENDERACTION Work Package 3 by the Austrian Ministry for Science, Research and Economy (BMWFW) and the Austrian Institute of Advanced Studies (HIS), and particularly, in the analysis of the national ERA roadmaps and the links between priorities 4 (gender equality and gender mainstreaming in research) and 5 (optimal circulation, access to and transfer of scientific knowledge). The report also draws on an exploratory workshop “Gender in Open Science and Open Innovation” organized by GENDERACTION in Brussels on 19 October 2017. The workshop attracted 15 participants with expertise on gender issues and/or open science. An early version of the report was presented during the workshop and feedback was received from participants.\(^7\) A revised version of the report was presented at the GENDERACTION General Assembly meeting held on 30 November 2017 in Brussels and feedback was received from project partners.

2. Gender in the European R&I context

Equality between men and women is a fundamental value of the European Union going back to 1957 when the principle of equal pay for equal work became part of the Treaty of Rome. The EU’s and in particular the European Commission’s commitment to gender equality has been reaffirmed more recently in the “Strategic Engagement for Gender Equality 2016-2019” which stresses the need to maintain the focus on the five thematic priority areas highlighted as important (increasing female labour market participation, reducing gender pay gap/earnings and pension gaps, promoting

---


\(^6\) Remneland Wikhamn and Knights 2013: 279-280.

\(^7\) For the workshop agenda see Annex I; for a complete list of participants see Annex II.
equality between men and women in decision making, combating gender based violence and protecting and supporting victims, and promoting gender equality and women’s rights across the world). The strategic engagement sets out objectives and identifies more than 30 concrete actions.8

With respect to R&I gender equality is a priority within the ERA and a cross-cutting issue in H2020. Gender is also one of the key elements9 of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) that aims “to foster the design of inclusive and sustainable innovation”.10 RRI can be thus considered as an approach where different societal actors (such as researchers, citizens, policy makers, third sector organizations) work together during the research and innovation process to align the process and outcomes with the values, needs and expectations of society. RRI is therefore an approach aimed at reconfiguring the scientific process along the notions of responsibility, public participation and democratization of science.

Within ERA Priority 4 gender equality and mainstreaming in research in particular, the goal is “to foster scientific excellence and a breadth of research approaches by fully utilizing gender diversity and equality and avoiding an indefensible waste of talent”. This goal is expected to be reached through the “development of policies on gender equality, paying special attention to areas where women are underrepresented, promoting approaches to gender mainstreaming and incorporating gender perspectives in research”.11 The ERA 2016 Progress Report, summarizing the state of play on the progress between 2014 and 2016, confirms the progress achieved in a majority of member states towards planning and setting up strategies for gender equality in R&I, a finding which creates expectations for further positive developments in the coming years. The Report notes though that the glass ceiling remains a key challenge that impedes women from reaching higher positions despite the fact that progress (though slow) has been made. It also highlights that the integration of the gender dimension in research programs remains a challenge in many Member States.12

In H2020 gender is a cross cutting issue and is mainstreamed into the different parts of the programme. The Commission’s guidance on gender equality in H2020 highlights three objectives which are in line with the ERA priority: fostering gender balance in H2020 research teams (to address the gaps in the participation of women in the framework programme projects), ensuring gender balance in decision-making (to reach the Commission’s target of 40% of the under-represented sex in panels and groups) and integrating gender/sex analysis in R&I content (to improve the scientific

---


9 The RRI thematic elements are the following: public engagement, open access, gender, ethics, science and education.


12 Ibid.
quality and societal relevance of the produced knowledge, technology and/or innovation).

The H2020 SwafS Work Programme specifically supports research funding organisations (RFOs) and research performing organisations (RPOs) in devising gender equality plans with a view to removing barriers that generate gender discrimination in hiring, retention and promotion and integrating the gender dimension in research and innovation.

3. Open Science

Open Science captures a change in the way science and research are carried out, based on “cooperative work and new ways of diffusing knowledge by making use of digital technologies and new collaborative tools”. It entails ongoing transitions in the way research is performed, researchers collaborate, knowledge is shared and science is organized. It is an approach with deep transformative impacts on the scientific process as it affects the entire research lifecycle: from inception to publication.

“Open Science” is an umbrella term capturing a variety of activities and practices including open access to publications and research data, open peer review, open education, the use of new generation metrics for assessing scientific impact and evaluating research, the increasing use and readership of scientific blogs, or the growing number of citizen scientists participating in research projects. This approach (where different topics are placed under the framework of Open Science) has been adopted both by the EU and the OECD as can be seen in related documents.

The figure below presents a taxonomy developed by FOSTER project that aims to capture the variety of topics included under open science.

---


15 FOSTER project https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/
The changes brought about by this new approach to research also entail an increase in the number and diversity of the stakeholders involved, to include researchers, policy makers, RFOs and RPOs, citizen scientists, enterprises, and publishers.

Within the EU, Open Science forms part of a broader EU strategy and in particular of the three goals for EU research and innovation policy summarized as Open Innovation, Open Science and Open to the World. The EU’s interest in supporting Open Science has been confirmed in Council Conclusions on the transition towards an Open Science system adopted on 27 May 2016. The Council acknowledged “that open science has the potential to increase the quality, impact and benefits of science and to accelerate advancement of knowledge” and called on the Commission, the Member States and the stakeholders to “take the necessary actions needed to making open science a reality and to advocate the need for concerted actions”.

To support further the development of Open Science policy the Directorate General for Research and Innovation (DG RTD) set up an Open Science Policy Platform (OSPP). The platform is intended to provide a forum for a structured discussion with key stakeholders including inter alia research funding and research performing organisations, libraries, and scientific publication associations, and give advice to the Commission on the basis of the European Open Science agenda. The latter is

---


structured around the following themes: 1) fostering and creating incentives for Open Science, 2) removing barriers for Open Science, 3) mainstreaming and further promoting open access policies, 4) developing research infrastructures for Open Science and 5) embedding Open Science in society as a socio-economic driver. These five action lines are in turn translated into eight topics of policy concern, namely: rewards, altmetrics, Open Science Cloud, changing business models for publishing, research integrity, citizen science, open education and skills and FAIR open data. The work of the OSPP is further supported through the Open Science Monitor commissioned also by DG RTD, developed by several partners and led by RAND Europe, an independent non-profit research institute. The monitor is “a pilot project to test the viability and value of assessing Open Science activity in Europe and beyond”.  

Given the increasing interest and support of the EU to Open Science the following sections explore gender issues in selected key aspects of Open Science and the visibility of publications with a gender dimension. The areas examined in Open Science are not exhaustive and there are other issues that merit attention, such as Open Software where studies have also revealed gender discrimination. For example, a study of open source software repository GitHub showed that women software developers see their contributions of code accepted more frequently by the open-source software repository GitHub than do men but only if they hide their sex. Once their sex is identified, the acceptance rate of software developed by women falls to slightly less than that of men. Other studies examine the ways in which software openness is gendered and exacerbates the exclusion of women.

3.1 Open Access to Publications

Open Access is likely the most known aspect of Open Science and the most well understood. Open Access refers to “the practice of providing online access to scientific information that is free of charge to the end-user and reusable”. Scientific information covers both peer-reviewed scientific research articles published in scholarly journals or research data underlying publications, curated data or raw data.

The two main routes for providing open access to publications are:

- Self-archiving (also known as the Green Route) where the author deposits the published article in an online repository before, simultaneously or after publication and through which the author provides open access

---

22 Open access to research data will be discussed in the following section.
- Open Access Publishing (also known as the Gold Route) where the article is published directly in an open access mode.23

The open access movement is closely associated with changes brought about by the internet. Over the course of the last three decades important initiatives like the Budapest (2002), the Berlin (2003) and the Bethesda (2003) declarations have contributed in establishing open access as a desirable practice by providing a public definition of open access and the principles for open access to scholarly journal literature. The uptake of open access has been further strengthened by the uptake of related policies and mandates from research funding and research performing organization in Europe and beyond such as the EU (under H2020 examined in the following paragraphs), the UK Research Councils (RCUK), the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in USA etc. The uptake of open access is also linked to the development of appropriate infrastructure (namely repositories) supporting the transition to the open access paradigm.

Within the EU, the European Commission has been an active supporter of open access based on the notion that “there should be no need to pay for information funded from the public purse each time it is accessed or used”.24 Open access (both to scientific publications and research data) is expected to contribute in generating growth through greater efficiency, faster progress and improved transparency of the scientific process through the involvement of citizens and society. In relation to the benefits that open access has for researchers these are associated with the positive impact on the visibility of research outputs and thus on an increase in usage and impact.25 As stressed in the UNESCO Report (2002) open access does not lead to increased citations, but rather increases the audience size so that articles worth citing become visible.26

The support provided by the EU to open access has been further strengthened through the Council of the European Union conclusions of 27 May 2016. The Council recognized that the exponential growth of data, the increasingly powerful digital technologies, together with the globalization of the scientific community and the increasing demand for addressing the societal challenges contribute to the ongoing transformation and the opening up of science and research which is referred to as “open science”. It called on Member States, the Commission and stakeholders to remove financial and legal barriers and agreed to promote the mainstreaming of open access to publications by continuing to support a transition to immediate open access as the default by 2020.27

23 The Gold Route contains three distinct subcategories: Gold with Article Processing Charges (APC) that refers to publications in journals that make their content open access via the payment of an APC, Gold without APC that refers to publications made in open access journals that do not charge APCs and Gold-Hybrid that refers to publications in subscription based journals that make content openly available following the payment of an APC. In the case of Horizon 2020 funder projects APCs are considered as eligible costs.


25 Gender and citation will be discussed in the following section.


Within H2020 programme (the biggest EU research and innovation programme with nearly 80 billion of funding for the 2014-2020 period) open access is one of the obligations with which grantees have to comply. The open access principles are translated into specific requirements in the Model Grant Agreement\(^\text{28}\) and in the H2020 work programme. Open access is also together with the promotion of gender equality in research and innovation one of the cross-cutting issues of SwafS.

In the context of the ERA open access is discussed under Priority 5b: “Open access to publications and data in an open science context” (Priority 5 “Optimal circulation, access to and transfer of scientific knowledge”) and headline indicator 5b- “Open Access”. On the basis of the indicator used to track performance and progress for sub-priority 5b- “Open access” (share of papers in open access) approximately 52% of publications in the EU-28 are available in open access.\(^\text{29}\) As also highlighted in the same report, the green route makes a more significant contribution to the overall levels of open access compared to the gold route as almost 2/3 of papers are made available through the green route. Depositing in repositories is important as articles are easily discoverable through search engines and retrievable.

However, while open access and gender have been discussed within the context of ERA and the H2020 SwafS programme, no link between them has yet been made. They are to be regarded as cross-cutting, yet parallel topics. This is also evidenced in documents and other related reports published to support the transition to open science/open access paradigm that do not discuss the gender impact of these policies, adopting what can be regarded as a gender-blind approach. For example, both the ERA Progress Report and a similar report by Archambault et al. (2014) which examine open access practices disaggregate findings by open access type (green open access, gold open access, other open access), scientific field and country, but do not provide any sex-disaggregated information. The Archambault et al. (2014) report shows disciplinary differences related to open access practices. The fields with the greatest proportion of papers in open access are general science and technology, biomedical research, mathematics and statistics, and biology.\(^\text{30}\) This is tied to the typical publication format in these disciplines, the scientific paper.

The absence of links between the two ERA priorities has been also confirmed in the analysis of national ERA roadmaps conducted under WP3 “ERA roadmap priority 4 benchmarking” undertaken by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy (BMWF) a GENDERACTION project partner based on a survey that aimed at acquiring additional information on the development and implementation of the ERA national action plans and roadmaps. The analysis showed that only two countries (Israel and Portugal) reported a link between priorities 4 and 5; yet, in both cases the form of exchange is under development and thus not yet established. This

\(^{28}\) Article 29.2 of the Model Grant Agreement mandates that “Each beneficiary must ensure open access (free of charge, on line access for any user) to all peer-reviewed scientific publications relating to its results”.


may explain for example why the Portuguese ERA roadmap makes not reference to this link.

The 2015 edition of the She Figures includes an indicator on publications with a gender dimension. According to the report publications with a gender dimension ranged from virtually zero in agricultural sciences, engineering and technology and natural sciences to 6.2% in the social sciences. Yet, the report does not provide any information about the extent to which these are open access publications, raising again the issue of how open access can boost the visibility of research with a gender dimension. It is of interest that Deutche Forschungsgemainschaft (DFG) funded a project between 2011 and 2012 on Gender Research and Open Access. A Publishing Model for an Inter-/Transdisciplinary Research Field. The project analysed the opportunities and challenges of OA publishing in gender research. Its results show that disciplinary considerations must be taken into account when considering the potential spread of OA publishing.

Turning to the contribution of women and men in research (scientific publications) and innovation outputs (patents), the She Figures 2015 report shows that in the EU-28, 31% of publications had a woman corresponding author between 2011 and 2013, while 8.9% of patent applications registered a woman inventor. This percentage varies largely from one sector to another (university, enterprise, research centres…), from one disciplinary area to another, and from one country to another. In certain areas such as chemistry or pharmacy their presence is higher, while in mechanics their presence is the lowest. Furthermore, the presence of women inventors is lower in those countries with a more developed innovation system. Therefore, the authors recommended that data be disaggregated by country, sector and area. In terms of publications, women and men corresponding authors publish their scientific papers in comparatively influential journals. This means that even though women corresponding authors account for fewer publications, on average they publish their results in journals of equal prestige. The data provided do not distinguish between open access publications and publications in subscription journals.

In discussing open access to publications, attention should also be payed to preprints. The latter are receiving increasing attention as they are considered an integral part of the scholarly process. Preprints are manuscripts that have not yet undergone peer review for formal publication. Preprints should not be confused with

---


32 The project results are ambivalent. On the one hand, all the technical and legal means of implementing an exemplary quality-assured OA publishing offering exist. On the other hand, opportunities for independent, non-commercial solutions that are adapted to the demands of smaller scientific subject areas have shrunk. OA publishing and electronic publishing workflows bring additional challenges, for example clear assignment of roles, clarification of rights, and adaptation to transdisciplinary and transnational standards. These additional demands are often considered to be excessive. In this case, it is advisable to initiate “beacon projects” and to gradually introduce the community to new forms of publishing, rather than focusing on large centralised solutions. (Source: https://open-access.net/DE-EN/open-access-in-individual-disciplines/gender-research/, access: 30 Jan 2018).


34 Since She Figures obtains the data from the Web of Science, it is possible that in the future reports can include this information, at least in the case of publications with a gender perspective.
“publish before print” articles. In disciplines like physics making preprints available through repositories (such as arXiv in physics and other related disciplines) goes back to the early 1990s, while other disciplines soon followed. The practice of making preprints available is related to benefits like faster dissemination of research outputs and increased visibility of one’s work, sharing important outputs that would otherwise disappear, and faster evaluation of controversial results.\textsuperscript{35}

### 3.2 Open Access to Research Data

More recently, discussions on open access have expanded from publications to encompass research data as well. Defining research data is not always easy, since “any material used as foundation for research can be classified as research data”.\textsuperscript{36} The OECD uses a wide definition that includes any kind of resource useful to researchers,\textsuperscript{37} while the European Commission defines as research data, that which “may be numerical/quantitative, descriptive/qualitative or visual, raw or analysed, experimental or observational”.\textsuperscript{38}

Within the EU, the open access mandate under H2020 covers scientific publications and research data through the Open Research Data Pilot (ORDP). Since January 2017, the ORDP has been extended to cover all thematic areas, making open access to research data the default option.\textsuperscript{39} However, as not all data can be open, there is the possibility for opt-out. Therefore, the Commission’s approach is described as “as open as possible, as closed as necessary”.

The European support is also evidenced in the Council Conclusions of 2016 where the European Commission, the Member States and all relevant stakeholders are encouraged to set optimal reuse of research data as the point of departure taking into account the underlying principle “as open as possible, as closed as necessary”. The Conclusions also emphasise that the optimal reuse can be realised if data are consistent with the FAIR principles (findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable).\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{35} In relation to this point, there is an example from biomedicine and the publication of information in 2016 indicating the increase of cancer rates in animals from cell phone radiation. Because of the controversy surrounding the statement NIH released all data, along with internal reviews to facilitate further review of findings an approach that would not have been possible had the traditional process of publication been chosen. While the controversy was not solved, it certainly made the process more open and transparent (see also Bourna, P.E., Polka, J.K., Vale, R.D., Kiley, R. (2017) Ten simple rules to consider regarding preprint submission. \textit{PLoS Comput Biol} 13(5) e1005473.


\textsuperscript{39} The related provisions are described in Article 29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement.

\textsuperscript{40} Council of the European Union (2016).
According to the European Commission “open access to scientific research data enhances data quality, reduces the need for duplication of research, speeds up scientific progress and helps to combat scientific fraud”.\textsuperscript{41} Open access to research data is related to discussions on the reproducibility of research\textsuperscript{42} that is gaining increasing attention and relates to concerns regarding the extent to which academic research findings may be incorrect. A recent survey by Nature among 1,576 researchers on the reproducibility of research showed that more than 50% of researchers have tried and failed to reproduce other scientists’ experiments, while more than half have failed to reproduce their own research.\textsuperscript{43} Echoing the same concerns the European Commission states that “mostly due to current methods capture and data malpractice, approximately 50% of all research data and experiments are considered not reproducible, and the vast majority (likely over 80%) of data never makes it to a trusted and sustainable repository”.\textsuperscript{44} Opening up of research data thus leads to increased transparency and better science.

The issue of reproducibility is of interest for gender research as one of the factors highlighted as contributing to low or no reproducibility is the existence of prejudices in a scientific field. In her recent book \textit{Inferior: How Science Got Women Wrong- and the New Research That's Rewriting the Story} Angela Saini shows how sexist notions have not only entered scientific research but continue to exist within the scientific community fuelling the idea of women’s inferiority. In her book, Saini tackles issues related to the reproducibility of research showing that research claiming sex/gender differences failed the reproducibility test at a later stage thereby questioning not only the conclusions of such research but more importantly the techniques and tools on which these were based.

For instance, sex and gender data are particularly important in evidenced-based medicine as their absence can lead to gender biased research with implications both for science and for patients.\textsuperscript{45} This approach is linked to the historical bias of the scientific study of males and the assumption that results apply equally to men and women. Yet, excluding females from animal and human studies or failing to report data on sex has important implications on identifying differences between men’s and women’s health and on research findings that in turn inform health programs and policies but also in the design of future studies. Typical examples of this bias in practice are the low participation of women in cardiovascular clinical trials (with only one third of women participating as subjects in such trials) and lung cancer trials.


even though cardiovascular disease is the number one killer of women in the USA, while lung cancer is killing more women than other types of cancer. Yet “these differences need to be defined in order for guidance to reflect the social context of disease”. Initiatives such as those of the NIH to train young scientists to include sex and gender in research is definitely a positive step, and should be adopted by other research funding agencies and organisations.

Given that sex/gender analysis is important not only in medicine, but also in other fields like engineering etc., where also the results cannot be generalised to female/women, this bias also raises questions about the extent at which journal editors are aware of this and take necessary measures to tackle it.

Other areas related to Open access to data also merit attention from the gender perspective. For example, studies may use both males and females in their samples but do not report results by sex; data reuse could be an avenue to obtain results segregated by sex/gender as relevant and contribute to understanding sex/gender differences in various disciplines. Another aspect relates to citizen science initiatives that consider the gender perspective and/or focus on issues relevant to women’s health and lives. These studies are often produced by non-profit organizations and are not published in peer-reviewed or impact-factor English-language publications while addressing pressing local societal challenges.

3.3 Open Peer Review

The She Figures 2015 report shows that at EU-28 level women and men corresponding authors publish on average their results on journals of equivalent prestige, even though women corresponding authors account for fewer scientific publications than men. Women not only publish fewer papers, but are also less likely to be listed as first authors and even though these disparities have decreased they have not disappeared. In addition, as shown in the She Figures 2015 report, the percentage of publications with a gender dimension remains low (with the highest score being 6.2% in the social sciences). Both issues might partially be related to journal editorial policies and gender bias in particular during the review process. This section will therefore look into if and how open peer review can tackle gender bias in peer review.

Peer review lies at the heart of the scholarly communication system. Peer review can be defined as a process whereby “experts are invited to assess the quality, novelty,
validity, and potential impact of research by others. The origins of the scholarly peer review process can be traced back to the 17th century and the existence of national academies; however the editor-led process gained increasing importance in the post-war period. Despite its central role in the scholarly system, the traditional peer-review process has been criticized for being sub-optimal, unreliable, taking too long, enabling bias and lacking incentives for reviewers.

In relation to gender bias in peer review processes, a recent study by Frontiers showed that women are under-represented in peer-review and that editors operate with same-gender preferences. The editors’ preference for reviewers of the same sex could be a reflection of the way social networks are constructed (i.e. the tendency to associate with people with similar qualities) but also to the existing disparities in academia.

An example of the ugly side of gender-bias in the review process took place in 2015 when two female authors who had submitted their paper in PLOS ONE received the following comments: “It would probably also be beneficial to find one or two male biologists to work with (or at least obtain internal peer review from, but better yet as active co-authors …...”

The study of the operation of peer review is not limited to scholarly communication, but is also relevant in funding processes both of which have important effects on a researcher’s career prospects (such as access to funding, promotion and tenure decisions). Turning to the study of gender bias in grant peer review a study confirms the existence of gender differences resulting in men having greater odds of approval compared to women of about 7%.
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51 Ibid.
53 The study includes only data sets of men and women who reviewed the papers and not on those who were originally asked to do the reviews nor do they consider people’s willingness to respond to review requests which ultimately leads to a different pool of people. Ross (2017) Gender bias distorts peer review across fields, Nature News and Comments, Available at: https://www.nature.com/news/gender-bias-distorts-peer-review-across-fields-1.21685
55 Ross (2017).
56 Bias is defined as the violation of impartiality during the evaluation of a submission.
Despite the criticism, the peer review is regarded as an element that benefits scientific communication.\textsuperscript{61} To combat gender bias in the publication process several solutions have been proposed including diversifying editorial boards and review pools, adopting peer review processes that protect authors from bias like double-blind peer review and the introduction of Open Peer Review (OPR). Double blind review (where both the author and reviewer identities are concealed) has been used as a method to reduce bias in the review process. A study on the journal of Behavioural Ecology showed an increased representation of female authors following a change in its editorial policy and the adoption of double blind review in 2001. At the same time, they also note an increase in female representation in another journal (Biological conservation) that did not use double-blind review.\textsuperscript{62} A different study that reanalysed the previous study’s data using a generalized mixed-effect approach did not confirm a detectable positive effect of double blind review and argued for the need to adopt more targeted-oriented action to support female researchers.\textsuperscript{63}

A more recent approach to peer review is the use of Open Peer Review (OPR). OPR is an umbrella term including a variety of elements such as open identities, open reports (with review reports being published alongside the article), open participation, open interaction, open pre-review manuscripts, open final version commenting, open platforms. Even though support for OPR is not as strong as that for Open Access to publications and research data, it is nonetheless moving to the mainstream, while major journal like the British Medical Journal encourage its use.

Proponents of OPR argue that it contributes to increased transparency and accountability as everything is done in the open, thus leading to better quality reviews and more constructive comments.\textsuperscript{64} Opponents, by contrast, claim that a known identity may lead to less critical and rigorous comments.\textsuperscript{65} It should be noted that until now, OPR has been primarily used in manuscript peer review, rather than grant peer review.

An OpenAIRE study\textsuperscript{66} presenting the findings of an online survey shows that more than three out of four respondents reported having had an experience with OPR. The OpenAIRE study presents further interesting findings: while the majority of respondents were in favour of OPR, enthusiasm was lower when compared to that regarding open access to publications or research data which are the most known and familiar aspects of Open Science. Respondents also thought that most aspects of OPR would improve the peer review process with one notable exception, open identities, which 50.8% respondents thought would make the peer review process worse or much worse. Respondents seemed more in favour of open interaction encouraging the direct discussion between author(s) and reviewer(s) and/or

\textsuperscript{61}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{64}Cochran, A. (2015).
reviewer(s). The findings are of interest, yet one does not fail to notice that the issue of how gender may impact on the review process was not touched upon in the survey.

3.4 Rewards and Skills

Open Science represents a new approach to the scientific process that is based on cooperative work and a shift from publishing to sharing and using available knowledge from the early stages of the research process. This new approach affects the scientific process, and has in parallel wider implications for research assessment and evaluation procedures. The discourse on Open Science has triggered in particular discussions on how Open Science practices can be embedded in research evaluation procedures related to recruitment, career progression, and grant assessment to reflect better the changes brought about by the emergence of alternative systems of establishing scientific reputation, the need to provide proper acknowledgement to the original creator of data, use of blogs, etc.

Echoing this need, in 2013 the American Society for Cell Biology along with other scientific journals launched the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) aimed at putting an end to the practice of using the journal impact factor as the single measure of academic/research impact with the latter also hiding inequalities in citation practices. Among the issues highlighted in the declaration is the need to broaden the type of outputs being evaluated to include datasets and software, challenging the current focus on publications as the core indicator of research quality. In addition, the declaration argues for the need to encourage responsible authorship practices and the provision of information regarding the specific contribution of each author touching in this way on issues relating to research integrity which form part of the RRI approach discussed in previous sections. Nevertheless, while a significant number of research institutions and individuals have signed the declaration, only a small number of them have put it into practice as the widespread use of bibliometric parameters in research assessment does not contribute to the adoption of Open Science practices or the equal valuation of women scientists.

Acknowledging the need to recognize open access practices as a formal criterion in career progression procedures the RECODE project formulated related recommendations including the development of policies and initiatives that offer researchers rewards for open access to high quality data and the need to support the transition to open research data through curriculum-development and training.
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69 RECODE project http://recodeproject.eu/

While the above recommendations focus on research data they could well apply to other Open Science aspects, like open access to publications.

More recently, the report on rewards, incentives and/or recognition for researchers practicing Open Science provides a framework called “Open Science Career Assessment Matrix (OS-CAM)”.

The proposed framework “represents a possible, practical move towards a more comprehensive approach to evaluating researchers through the lens of Open Science” and thus covers diverse Open Science activities and possible evaluation criteria. The OS-CAM proposes a variety of criteria such as publishing in open access journals, using FAIR data principles, full recognition of the contribution of others in research projects, including collaborators, co-authors, citizens, open data providers, being a role model in practicing open science. The use of a wide range of indicators is important for encouraging and incentivising the adoption of open science practices by researchers, but more importantly as an approach that allows to better reflect the plurality of research outputs and dissemination channels, beyond the focus on the journal publication as the main publication type. As stated in the report, it is important to frame the discussion not simply in open science terms, but to put it in the wider context of the evaluation of researchers that uses multi-dimensional criteria for evaluation. This new approach is also expected to provide a framework that acknowledges the collaborative nature of current research that cannot be served by the focus on the impact factor which places emphasis on the individual effort. It also seems that a multi-dimensional approach might better avoid indirect gender discrimination in the allocation of rewards to OS practices, but research on the gender impact of different OS incentive policies is needed to inform the decision-making on these policies.

3.5 Altmetrics and New Generation Metrics

Traditional metrics used in research assessment focus on the number of publications and the number of citations a publication receives. Citation rates, i.e., the average number of citations received by a group of papers published in one research field in each year, have been commonly used to assess the academic performance of an individual researcher thus having important implications on promotion and tenure procedures and the ability of a researcher to attract funding (see also the discussion in the previous section). As research assessment and evaluation have increasing relied on (quantitative) metrics concerns have been raised about the extent at which this heavy reliance on metrics might have flaws. Concerns relating to the use of traditional metrics stress their focus on aspects that can be measured (at the expense of those that cannot), on their impact on researchers’ choice on publication venues or the aspects of their CVs researchers place focus on and the distortion of
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71 European Commission (2017d).

72 The citation rate is calculated by dividing the total number of citations received by all papers in the group (defined by research field and publication year) by the total number of papers in the group.

73 See also the discussion of the previous section on rewards and skills.
incentives this approach creates. These concerns are also related to increasing pressures for evaluating public spending on research and higher education.

Over the past years, various efforts have been made to explore the strengths and limitations of both the current metrics system and the use of alternative metrics. The Leiden Manifesto is such an attempt aimed to guide research evaluation by proposing ten principles. The Manifesto raised concerns regarding “the pervasive misapplication of indicators to the evaluation of scientific performance” and the existence of various rankings that may be based on inaccurate and arbitrary indicators. Among the principles for guiding research evaluation, the Leiden Manifesto urges for the need to account for the variation of publication and citation practices by field, the need to base assessment of individual researchers on qualitative judgement and not limit evaluation to quantitative criteria and the need to scrutinise and update the indicators used.

Usage metrics that constitute a step forward from traditional metrics usually rely on the number of views or downloads of an item: the latter is not limited to traditional journal publications but can also encompass non-traditional forms like posts, blogs etc. Recent years have witnessed also the rise of altmetrics that are based on social media applications like blogs, Twitter, ResearchGate and Mendeley and which have been used to measure the broader societal impact of scientific outputs by allowing more diversity in relation to the outreach of an item by including aspects like downloads, likes etc. Their strength lies in their “potential in the assessment of interdisciplinary research and the impact of scientific results on the society as a whole, as they include the views of all stakeholders and not only other scholars (as with citations). At the same time concerns are raised about the extent to which altmetrics may introduce a new form of competition that is not based this time on scientific quality. The Report of the European Commission’s expert group on Altmetrics stressed also the limitations of altmetrics and called for complementing them with metrics and frameworks that are more aligned with open science priorities. The expert group therefore underscored the need to underpin next generation metrics by an open, transparent and linked data infrastructure.

In its recommendations, the next generation metrics group of the OSPP points to the need to assess the benefits and consequences from the introduction of new metrics on the evaluation criteria. This recommendation should be expanded to incorporate the impact of new metrics on gender equality, given the existing findings related to gender bias in evaluation and citations practices.
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77 European Commission (2017e) op. cit., p. 11.
4. Open Innovation

Innovation defined as “the adoption of something new which creates value for the individual or the organisation that adopts it” is regarded as a key element for economic development. In discussions on innovation, the focus has recently shifted from innovation to open innovation. Open Innovation was coined by Henry Chesbrough in his book *Open innovation: The New Imperative for Creating and Profiting from Technology* arguing that “open innovation is a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market” (2005: p. XXIV). A more complete definition was proposed in 2014 by Chesbrough and Bogers defining open innovation “as a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization’s business model”. Open innovation stands in contrast to the paradigm of closed innovation which puts the concept of control at its centre. Within this model firms are self-sufficient as they are in control of their own ideas, production, marketing and other processes. Innovation has nonetheless always been open to some extent, while the recent increased interest in open innovation can be associated with the efforts of researchers to synthesize related ideas and analyse the benefits that can accrue from it.

The European Commission describes open innovation as the opening up of the innovation process to all active players allowing knowledge to circulate more freely and be transformed into products and services. The European Commission highlights two elements as key in recent conceptions of Open Innovation: users (with the term “open” in this content being equivalent to “user centric”) and a well-functioning ecosystem where all relevant stakeholders work together to co-create solutions to socio-economic and business challenges.

The interest of the EU in open innovation is also attested through the establishment of the European Innovation Council (EIC) pilot. The latter was launched in October 2017 with the aim to support top class innovators, entrepreneurs, small companies, and researchers. Between 2018-2020 the EIC pilot will provide around €2.7 billion to breakthrough, market-creating innovations using the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) instrument, the Fast Track to Innovation, Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) Open and the EIC Horizon Prizes. The Helsinki Group underscored in its position paper on the EIC “the vital need for integrating gender dimension in technological design and innovation” and pointed out that the EIC
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should ensure that innovation funded is not gender blind and that results reflect the needs and interests of women.  

More recently, a new paradigm shift has been witnessed: Open Innovation 2.0 which is in turn based on the “principles of integrated collaboration, co-created shared values, cultivated innovation ecosystems, unleashed exponential technologies, and extraordinarily rapid adoption”.  

The European Commission has embraced Open Innovation 2.0 highlighting the central role of users in value creation and as targets of innovation.  

The central idea behind the concept of openness is that firms cannot innovate in isolation and therefore the adoption of this new model results in the boundaries between firms and their environment becoming more permeable. Within this ecosystem, stakeholders are expected to collaborate along and across industry in providing solutions to socio-economic and other challenges.

Firms adopting the open innovation approach can benefit from two different types of openness: outbound openness whereby firms reveal information or sell technology to the outside environment and inbound openness in which external sources are used (with the latter type being of more interest to our analysis).

Despite the stress on openness, collaboration and intuition in Open Innovation discourses, analyses have so far largely failed to address gender issues in Open Innovation. Of 771 papers published in ISI Web of Science only one included the word gender in the title, keywords and/or abstract.  

Significantly, the recent World Economic Forum report claims that 57% of jobs that will be eliminated by 2026 due to technologization will be women’s jobs. The report argues that because of this, the progress toward gender equality will be stalled.

The following sections will look into the role of women and gender in open innovation: in particular they will examine the role of women and gender in (open) innovation.

4.1 The role of women and gender in (open) innovation

Despite long standing attention in gender and feminist scholarship to gender barriers in technology and innovation, mainstream policy discussions on innovation did not address gender issues until recently, a fact that may be related to the absence of focus on the role of the innovator in the process and the lack of gender analysis integrated in the innovation cycle. While this seems to be changing – as the positive impact of gender diversity and the integration of the gender dimension in innovation is being acknowledged – the She Figures 2015 confirms the underrepresentation of
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women in innovation outputs (which is more pronounced in patent applications for inventions compared to scientific publications). The report shows strong underrepresentation of women as inventors at EU-28 level with just 8.9% of patent applications being registered between 2010 and 2013 by a woman inventor. It should be noted also that while the She Figures report provides data on the women to men ration of inventorships, it does not provide any information regarding innovations with a gender dimension.

Further interesting insights regarding gender and innovation are found in the European Studies on Gender Aspects of Inventions report which shows a more diverse picture in Europe than what the aggregate data reveal at first sight. A key finding of the report is the negative correlation between the proportion of female inventors and the development of a country’s national system of innovation. The report also confirms that women’s inventing activities are in line with their work preferences: they tend to prefer technology fields like chemistry and health-related disciplines. The above findings suggest the need for the She Figures and other related reports to disaggregate data by country, field and sector and to consider the importance of providing time series.

Acknowledging this gap, the European Commission established in 2011 the Expert Group “Innovation through Gender”. The group’s aim was twofold: “to provide scientists and engineers with practical methods for sex and gender analysis, and to develop case studies as concrete illustrations of how sex and gender analysis leads to new ideas and excellence in research”. The work of the Expert Group can be traced back to 2009 when related work was initiated at Stanford University and where the term “Gendered Innovations” was coined by Londa Schiebinger in 2005. As described, gendered innovations “offer sophisticated methods of sex and gender analysis to scientists and engineers”. As such, they are expected to add value not only to research, but also to society (by integrating better social needs) and businesses (by developing new ideas, patents and technology). The Report of the Expert Group and the progressively updated Gendered Innovations website present an extensive number of case studies and methods of sex/gender analysis through which new insights in various domains like basic science, health and medicine etc. are provided (while reflecting the priorities set in the Horizon 2020 programme). An illustrative example comes from the development of biofidelic models as tools for improving automobile occupant safety. As these models tended to be less inclusive of lighter people (mostly women) and heavier people (mostly men) researchers have been working on developing more advanced and representative models of the human body.

Some studies also take into consideration the role of women and gender diversity as a factor affecting the innovation capacity of firms. This goes beyond the business arguments considering diversity as a factor contributing to equal treatment or to
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arguments related to political decisions seeing gender diversity as a measure to promote the integration of women in the labour market. Gender diversity is associated with wider economic benefits that go beyond the individuals, enterprises or regions.\textsuperscript{93}

A recent study on the impact of gender diversity on innovation in manufacturing and service firms provides an overview of the studies that consider gender diversity. According to the review, the positive impact relates to the diversity of skills and viewpoints that a gender diverse team brings, leading to more alternative solutions and to more realistic decisions.\textsuperscript{94} In looking into how gender diversity affects innovation capacity at firm level (and how this relates to team size) it also found that gender diversity in teams increases the probability of innovation. Furthermore, it showed that this is positively related to team size (with gender diversity having a larger positive impact on larger firms than smaller ones). Size effect is also shown to be of great importance when a distinction is made between the manufacturing and service sectors.

A different study highlights the fact that despite the positive relation between technological diversity and innovation, few studies have looked into the human capital dimension with those doing so focusing predominantly on the top echelons. Looking in 1,648 Danish firms the study finds that firms with more balanced gender composition were more likely to innovate compared to those with high concentration of one gender.\textsuperscript{95}

In discussing the role and significance of gender diversity in innovation practices the open innovation approach brings to the discussion an additional interesting dimension. As firms are increasingly relying on external sources for the development or modification of their products and services (what has been described as inbound openness), gender diversity of contributors needs to be considered, given that it is no longer confined to firm level. It should also be noted that the open innovation approach is by now of interest not only to firms but also to the scientific community as concepts such as co-creation, crowdsourcing and citizen science can have a positive impact on the quest for solutions to specific challenges. Encouraging the participation of women is also expected to contribute in advancing the UN sustainable goals, especially that of gender equality and the empowerment of women. Acknowledging the need for integrating the gender perspective the Nordic countries have developed several initiatives that encourage not only gender diversity but the integration of the gender perspective in innovation milieus.\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{93} Danilda, I., and Thorslund, J. G. (eds.) (2011) Innovation and Gender, Vinnova https://www.vinnova.se/contentassets/747b7b67e1594982be45942f5db53222/vi-11-03.pdf


4.2 The co-creation process

The inbound openness referred to above can take a variety of forms ranging from a general collection of ideas to finding solutions to specific and complex tasks or to interacting with experts and other stakeholders outside the firm in the context of what is known as a co-creation process. Crowdsourcing is one form of such external sourcing: under crowdsourcing firms launch open calls to a group of external contributors in the context of a specific project or innovation challenge. This type of open innovation benefits greatly from the new possibilities opened by the internet which allows firms to reach to a broader pool of contributors. In the scientific field crowdsourcing can be used by scientists to reach out to other scientists or non-scientists to collate data or collaborate with experts and non-experts. It can also mean that scientists and experts contribute to specific questions. These forms of collaboration are also used by firms.97

Citizen science is another type of open innovation. Citizen science describes the support and involvement of non-experts in the research process. This can take a variety of forms ranging from the mobilisation of the public in the collection of data, to their involvement in the analysis and interpretation of data. The JRC in his report highlights six steps of using citizen science which include: data gathering, data validation and quality control, data analysis and interpretation, connecting citizen science with established policy processes, informing citizen scientists about policy-related actions and monitoring policy impacts.98 An example, and probably the most known on line citizen science project is the Galaxy Zoo where volunteers are asked to help in classifying galaxies and in this way assist professional researchers.

The increasing interest in citizen science relates among others to the potential of citizen’s contribution to policy making and an increase in the effectiveness of policies in addressing societal challenges. Citizen science is regarded by the European Commission as both an aim and enabler of Open Science and thus forms an integral part of the Open Science agenda and is supported by a dedicated group within the OSPP.99 The EU’s interest in citizen science is also acknowledged in the H2020 interim evaluation stating that “involving citizens, customers and end users in the programme agenda setting (co-design) and its implementation (co-creation) leads to more innovation by stimulating user driven innovation and the demand for innovative solutions".100

Acknowledging the increasing importance of citizen science, a series of organisations have developed toolkits and produced reports to enhance good practice. For
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example, the European Citizen Science Association (ECSA), a non-profit association to improve citizen science in Europe, has published a set of ten principles that underlie good practice in citizen science. Among them the need to control potential limitations and biases could be of relevance to this report in terms of gender imbalance in the composition of citizen science teams, for example.\textsuperscript{101} A further example is the citizen science toolkit. In discussing issues to take into consideration while building the community, the toolkit stresses the need to consider socio-cultural issues. In relation to gender, ensuring that women also assume leadership roles in citizen science projects and are not constrained from participating in certain areas is of great importance.\textsuperscript{102}

Citizen science is also linked to RRI which is in turn defined as an "approach that anticipates and assesses potential implications and societal expectations with regard to research and innovation, with the aim to foster the design of inclusive and sustainable research and innovation".\textsuperscript{103} A key element in achieving RRI is the involvement of citizens (public engagement). The RRI Tools project has also developed a toolkit on setting up a participatory research agenda with one of the five key steps identified being "integration". Integration is understood as the inclusion of "the perspectives of diverse stakeholder groups via dialogue meetings with representatives from all relevant parties to develop an integrated agenda".\textsuperscript{104} In doing so, this process raises attention to the asymmetries between stakeholders and points to the need for giving every stakeholder group a voice, while also ensuring equal representation between the different stakeholder groups.

4.3 The user centric innovation

An additional aspect of importance relates to the role of the user within the innovation process. In the past the dominant role in determining the needs and specifications of a product or service was placed on the manufacturer; yet more recently this has changed. The user is now regarded as having an important role to play in the process: user involvement can lead to a better understanding of user needs and requirements, thus helping the development of better products or the modification (improvement) of existing ones and ultimately enhancing competitive advantage. As far back as the 1970s Von Hippel showed that some 80% of the scientific instrument innovations he studied had been invented and initially tested by users rather than by product manufacturers.

Other studies have also indicated that successful innovations have benefited from external sources\textsuperscript{105} with the latter accounting between 34 to 65% of the input. Von Hippels’ user innovation theory puts the user and consumer at the centre of the


\textsuperscript{102} Federal Crowdsourcing and citizen science toolkit, https://crowdsourcing-toolkit.sites.usa.gov/howto/

\textsuperscript{103} Responsible Research and Innovation http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/responsible-research-innovation

\textsuperscript{104} RRI Tools – Setting up a participatory research agenda, https://www.rri-tools.eu/how-to-stk-pm-set-up-a-participatory-research-agenda

\textsuperscript{105} Sources include a variety of stakeholders including users, suppliers, academia etc.
innovation process and as such identifies four external sources of knowledge and innovation: suppliers and consumers, university, government and private laboratories, competitors and other nations. According to this approach new products and services are co-developed by these users. Yet, while women influence 80% of consumer spending decisions, 90% of products and services are designed by men. This finding suggests that by involving more women in the process could result in more competitive products as well as in products that do not conform to a single stereotype of the male consumer.

A similar approach to open innovation methodologies is that of Living Labs. The latter emerged in 2000 and have grown since, placing emphasis on user centred approach. Among their principles openness and empowerment are considered as key. The openness principle places emphasis on opening the innovation process as a way of supporting user driven innovation, while the empowerment of user is also seen as central in bringing the process towards the desired direction. In opening the process, it is important to ensure that the diversity reflects that of the surrounding community which is not always easily achieved.

5. Recommendations

The analysis of the existing literature and examples of promising practice has informed the formulation of the following sets of recommendations, clustered into five priorities for action, targeting a variety of stakeholders (European Commission, Member States, RFOs, RPOs, innovative firms as well as researchers):

A first priority for action focuses on gender mainstreaming and creating a policy synergy between the gender equality and OS/OI agenda in order to over the gender blindness of the current OS/OI policy making and lack of awareness of gender issues in OS/OI identified in this report:

1.1 European Commission and national policy-making must continue to address Priority 4 gender equality as a self-standing issue while mainstreaming gender concerns to other priority areas. Review of existing policy documents and studies on OS/OI, including those produced by the European Commission in recent years of ERA implementation, reveals zero attention to gender equality. Gender issues thus fail to be addressed as a matter of course in European policy making in OS/OI.

1.2 Awareness must be raised in the OS/OI policy and research community on the relevance of gender and ways OS/OI can mitigate against gender inequality and bias in the various aspects of OS/OI. Gender experts and scholars should be invited as members to relevant expert and advisory groups.

---

The second priority for action is advancing knowledge and awareness of gender issues in OS/OI:

2.1 In order to develop evidence-based, socially responsible policies, further studies are needed to examine gender issues in OS/OI, with special focus on open peer review, altmetrics, open software and open innovation. For example, studies on peer review (single/double blind and open peer review) should focus on examining how different peer review practices mitigate against gender bias. Gender bias in the peer review process is still not adequately addressed and has important impact not only on a researcher’s publication record, but also on issues related to access to funding, promotion and tenure procedures. As new forms of peer review (like OPR) are being introduced it is important to examine how different practices impact on gender bias and explore ways of adequately addressing them.

2.2 The European Commission should support this effort and lead by example, by providing disaggregated data by sex on the adoption of open access practices in the next editions of She Figures. In particular, it would be useful to have information on both the sex of the author and whether the publication is open access or not.

2.3 European and national authorities collecting data on inventorship are encouraged to disaggregate data by sector and country in addition to sex-disaggregating data. As highlighted in various studies, aggregate data conceal important differences on the uptake of innovation practices between sectors and across countries between men and women. Being able to combine sex disaggregated information with data on activities by sector, field and country could prove extremely useful in the design of innovation policies that encourage gender diversity in innovation teams and integrate better sex/gender analysis in the innovation process.

2.4 Research funding and research performing organisations are encouraged to examine the adoption of open access practices by men and women.

The following three areas of action offer more specific recommendations and focus on evaluation and assessment practices, publication practices and innovation processes as key areas where gender issues have been previously established.

The third priority for action addresses evaluation and assessment practices in RFOs and RPOs:

3.1 The European Commission and its OSPP Expert Group, along with other stakeholders involved in research assessment (such as research performing and research funding organisations) are encouraged to explore how/if the use of new metrics impacts men and women researchers at different career stages and disciplines differently. The choice of metrics during research assessment/evaluation procedures has important implications on researchers’ priorities and strategies, their choice of publication venue and the way they present their CVs. In developing a more sophisticated approach it is important to prevent indirect sex discriminations, and therefore to examine how men and women make use of new channels for disseminating their research at different stages of their research career and how this may impact on their career prospects.
3.2 Research performing and funding organisations are encouraged to adopt multi-dimensional evaluation criteria that enhance openness and transparency (including visibility and open access to those research outputs with a gender dimension), and contribute in mitigating against gender bias in research assessment/evaluation procedures. Research performing and funding organisation should embed in their research assessment and evaluation systems incentives and rewards to practices that enhance openness and transparency such as providing open access to publications and research data and depositing of preprints (with particular attention to those which highlight the visibility if the gender dimension as a main or as a cross-cutting issue), including also those that enhance research integrity like the recognition of the contribution of co-authors, collaborators, citizens etc., and the acknowledgment to the original creator of data, as well as trainings on unconscious gender bias in research assessment/evaluation procedures and on the integration of sex/gender analysis into research content.

3.3 Authorities and organisations at European and national level funding open innovation projects are encouraged to ensure that funded projects integrate sex/gender analysis where appropriate and that the teams respect gender diversity. Gendered Innovations have highlighted the importance of integrating sex/gender analysis in research (explaining how and to what extent the analysis is relevant to the proposed project as well as justifying the inclusion in research teams of partners with related expertise). Research funding organisations and agencies are encouraged to follow the steps of funders such as the European Commission (under the Horizon 2020 programme) or the Gates Foundation which have incorporated this in their calls, including those of particularly innovative strands like the SME Instrument, by asking applicants to integrate sex/gender analysis in their proposals and their research. Some of the outputs of the GENDER-NET ERA-Net\(^\text{107}\), provide specific recommendations targeted for Research Funding Organizations (as well as other recommendations targeted toward grant applicants, and toward peer-reviewers/evaluators), as is the case of the Manuals with guidelines on the integration of sex and gender analysis into research contents, recommendations for curricula development and indicators\(^\text{108}\), and the Online IGAR Tool on Recommendations for Integrating Gender Analysis into Research.\(^\text{109}\)

3.4 Research funding and research performing organisations are encouraged to examine the adoption of open access practices by men and women in order to identify whether OS/OI may continue to perpetuate gender differences in publications and hence evaluation.

---


The fourth priority for action addresses publication practices of researchers and RPO:

4.1 Research performing organisations should encourage the sharing of preprints presenting the results of research on gender (that is, gender as the main focus of the research content) and those with a gender dimension that is, those integrating sex/gender analysis as a cross-cutting issue). Encouraging researchers to submit preprints of their manuscripts to appropriate platforms is expected to benefit the scientific process. Preprints allow faster evaluation of results which could prove particularly important in the case of contested results and impact on the design of interventions and the development of guidelines and policies, especially in cases where sex/gender difference have an impact on the design of policies.

4.2 Researchers are encouraged to adopt the FAIR management of sex and gender data. Opening and sharing sex and gender data used in research or publications through institutional or other appropriate data repositories (while respecting the FAIR guiding principles for research data management and stewardship) enhances openness and transparency in the scientific process and serves as a quality control mechanism. Opening sex and gender data in particular is expected to contribute in tackling research bias and to better science and benefit to patients.

The fifth priority for action assesses innovative processes and firms:

5.1 Stakeholders engaged in setting up participatory innovation projects should ensure the involvement of diverse groups and gender diversity in line with the finding that diversity overall and gender diversity specifically contribute to identifying innovative solutions. Projects placing emphasis on public participation and engagement (like citizen science and crowdsourcing projects) are encouraged to ensure equal opportunities to both men and women in terms of participation in such projects. Attention should also be paid in encouraging and ensuring leadership roles within such projects to women. In doing so, the ECSA principles and the citizen science toolkit can provide useful and practical guidance to those involved in initiating such projects and also contribute through their own experiences to advancing gender diversity.

5.2 Stakeholders engaged in setting up participatory innovation projects should ensure the integration of sex/gender analysis in order to guarantee that innovative processes benefit all segments of population without bias.
6. Conclusions

The present report has explored ways gender issues is several key areas of Open Science and Open Innovation. The interest in exploring this topic stems from the fact that while both OS/OI and gender are among the ERA priorities and a cross cutting issue in the H2020, they are treated as parallel and independent topics. The most important finding therefore is that current OS/OI policies and expert studies tend to be gender blind and do not in any way address gender issues. The report should be considered as a starting point for stakeholders to reflect on how these two issues could create reinforcing synergies. It also points to the need for further analysis in this topic.

Having as a starting point the belief that mutually beneficial synergies can be found between the two topics, the report examined selected aspects of OS/ and formulate recommendations aimed at enhancing these links further. The report can be thus considered as an effort to mitigate against gender inequality through the adoption of OS/OI practices as the latter place emphasis on concepts such as “openness”, “transparency”, “empowerment”, and “public participation” and could thus contribute to enhancing the visibility of women and gender.

We present here eleven recommendations that aim to facilitate and support gender equality implementation at national as well as European and international level. The recommendations target different stakeholders, with a key role in the design, implementation and monitoring of OS/OI and gender policies such as national authorities, research funding agencies and research performing organisations, as well as research teams and individual researchers. The recommendations propose practical ways of increasing the role of women and gender within OS/OI ecosystem. In some cases, the recommendations encourage the inclusion of the gender dimension in existing practices: for example, while research performing organisations and agencies collect information on publications arising from the projects they fund, the report recommends disaggregating them by sex and thus collecting information on how men and women practice open access. In other cases, based on current (established peer review processes) and emerging practices (the adoption of open peer review) the report recommends the examination of the extent to which current and new practices impact on gender bias.

The report has also contributed in highlighting that OS/OI should not be gender blind as is usually considered. On the contrary, the analysis has shown that examining the impact of these policies on men and women (for example does the inclusion of open access practices as an indicator within career assessment procedures benefit men and women to the same or different extent) and also by taking into consideration the gender dimension (for example ensuring gender diversity in citizen science projects and giving leadership to women in public participatory projects) could be beneficial not only for women, but to society and science as well.
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8. Glossary

**Article Processing Charges (APCs):** fees that some open access scholarly publishers charge to authors of academic papers to publish their paper

**Double blind peer review:** a review process whereby both the reviewer and author identities are concealed from the reviewers, and vice versa

**FAIR Data principles:** FAIR stands for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable. Data are findable when they are assigned persistent identifiers, they are accessible when they can be retrieved by their ID through a standard protocol, interoperable through the use of formal, broadly applicable languages, and reusable when they have rich accurate metadata, clear licenses.

**Gender:** a socio-cultural process referring to cultural and social attitudes that together shape and sanction “feminine” and “masculine” behaviours/products/technologies/environments/knowledge.

**Gendered Innovations:** processes that integrate sex/gender analysis into all phases of basic and applied research

**Gold Open Access/ Open Access Publishing:** via publishing an article in a journal. The journal may be an open access journal (pure open access), or a subscription based journal (hybrid open access) that offers an open access option

**Green Open Access/ Self-Archiving:** when the author self-archives (deposits) a research output in a repository

**Open Access:** the practice of providing online access to information that is free of charge to the end user and reusable

**Open final versioning commenting:** a reviewing or commenting on the final version of the publication

**Open identities peer review:** a review where authors and reviewers are aware of each other’s identities

**Open participation peer review:** a review process that allows the wider community to contribute to the review process

**Open platforms peer review:** a review facilitated by a different organizational entity than the venue of publication

**Open pre-review manuscripts:** manuscripts that are immediately openly accessible (via the internet) in advance, or in parallel with, any formal peer review procedures

**Open reports peer review:** a review where reports are published alongside the relevant article

**Preprint:** a manuscript draft that has not yet been peer reviewed for formal publication

**Repository:** an online archive. They can be institutional; subject-based or centralised

**Sex:** refers to biological qualities characteristic of women [females] and men [males] in terms of reproductive organs and functions based on chromosomal complement and physiology
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